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Destiny 
The purpose of this document is to describe how faith measurement can help young men 

find their calling. It will describe an easy and inexpensive way for anyone to examine 

their heart, producing a business model of that examination. It will also address the 

beginning of faith measurement, how God translates a young man’s subjective desires 

into an objective destiny. 

Predestination 
We are all predestined, but to live that destiny we have to communicate with God. This 

communication is continual, a process we at TeamsWin call faith measurement. This 

document will address the beginning of faith measurement. It will show how God 

translates a young man’s subjective desires into an objective destiny. 

Examine Your Heart 
The first step in finding your calling is to examine your heart. That examination has 

stages beginning subjectively (what do you like?) and ending objectively (what do you 

want to be?). God works with our heart, so the first step is giving him something to 

work with. We have to examine our heart before we can give it to him. 

Open Your Heart 
We have to examine our heart so we can give it to him. Right or wrong, we have to tell 

him what we like and what we want to be. It’s all about our heart. Our job is to open it 

up and his job is to change it.  

Business Modeling Example 
For example: When business modeling we use faith measurement to examine the heart of 

a business. The information we examine is already there. Businesses have systems to 

help them perform business functions (subject areas). Coming from both inside and 

outside the company, these functions also produce information for business decisions.  

By the way, business models are used whenever you need wisdom. 

Business Modeling – A Subjective to Objective Transformation 

Functions are subjects (subject areas), and business models are objects. Information 

Heavylifting transforms this subjective information into an objective (measurable) 

business model.  

Subject Classifications 

When businesses classify their functional information, they are classifying their subjects 

for objective decision making. Therefore, those same classifications are used to 

classify objects in the business model. 
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The Process to Discover Preferences 
If you do not know what you want to be, the first step to examining your heart is to 

discover what you like. But, even if you know what you want to be, to be able to 

completely open your heart, you need to know not only what you want to be but 

everything about it like: who, what, when, where, why and how.  God created us for a 

specific purpose, so the things we like will be related to our purpose.  Also since we 

generally do what we like, we begin by examining what we are already doing.  

Discovering Preferences - A System Implementation Process 

The preference discovery process equals a process used to implement the systems 

designed to help us function. In other words just setting up those systems (not using 

them) will classify the preferences in general business terminology.  

By the way, you can get these systems for free with a Microsoft Access database that 

costs $100 and our TeamsWin PowerMe software that will cost less than $100. Once 

you have taken the time to set them up though, you may like to use them. 

All Systems use General Business Terminology 

General business terms allow us to communicate across functions for planning and 

control. Besides supporting a function, all functional systems support planning and 

control. So, by setting these systems up for your functions, your heart will be defined 

in measurable general business terms which can be easily transformed into a specific 

business model.  

Begin with the Checkbook 

My suggestion is to begin with a system designed to help manage credit cards and bank 

statement information. Classifying these transactions is probably the quickest way to 

classify your business so you can choose the other systems you may want to set up: 

like systems designed to manage events, projects, sales, production control, time, 

expenses, jobs, catalogs, inventory, payroll, assets, and facilities.  

The Process to Produce a Business Model 
The architecture of our business models and those functional systems match the general 

business model used to teach business science. So as soon as you implement those 

systems you have created your business model. Our TeamsWin General Business 

Model Template keys that simple transformation. Using your naming convention, the 

functions work together to define your business objects, or define your business 

objectively.  

Summary – Open Your Heart to Your Destiny 
So far we have discussed how to describe your heart in general business terms, the terms 

used for planning and control. That description, using inputs to various functional 

systems, can be easily transformed into a specific objective business model of your 

heart that through prayer God can change into your destiny. 


